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GAMING INFO

WELCOME TO FACTION WARS 4.0
Held in the mighty Taranaki nestled at the base of Mt Taranaki is the most fun you can have 
in 24 hours. There will be shooting, screaming, and a fair bit of trouble caused. There will 
be food, sunshine and bartering. There will be fun and lots of it. 

At the heart of the field is The Stalker’s encampment, known as “The Village”. It is the 
only safe area in the Zone. It is therefore an area where personal protective equipment 
is not mandatory. As such, inside the village there is no hostility allowed. Players from all 
factions can enjoy respite and a place to eat and drink in safety. 

There is a magnificent barbeque for cooking as well as a portaloo inside the village. You 
may bring your own cooking equipment, but do not use it outside of the safe area and be 
aware of fire safety. Please wipe down the BBQ after use. Towels will be supplied.

Players may also trade with, and receive missions from, the Hawaiian and maybe other 
NPCs. 

HOW YOU GET INTO THE DIFFERENT FACTIONS
This year will be different from last year in the way you choose a faction. On arrival you 
will sign in to Hawaiian to get your player pack. And when the game begins you will need 
to pay Hawaiian (using in-game cash) to enter a faction. As factions fill up the cost will 
increase so you need to get to the Hawaiian quickly to secure a spot in your prefered 
faction. The Hawaiian will record the recruitment and once the teams are full, that’s it... for 
now at least. This will be explained fully on the day. Monolith will have x2 positions players 
can buy into at the start of the event using gaming cash. 

YOUR WEAPONS
ALL guns will be chrono’d before you come onto the game field to advise you of your MED. 
Please make an effort to have your guns checked promptly to avoid ques as people trickle 
into the the village. All guns need to comply to the following rules. These being: 
Assault/Secondary Class
1.13 joules maximum - 0m MED.

LMG Class
1.13 - 1.63 joules maximum- 10m MED.
This class can only be used by Veteran players.

DMR Class
1.13 - 1.90 joules maximum - 15m MED.
This class can only be used by Veteran players.

The Junior Sniper Class is for Junior Veteran players. They may use a 1.13 - 1.9 joules bolt 
action Airsoft rifle. 

Players with a primary weapon firing over 1.13 joules will be required to carry a secondary 
weapon (such as sidearm) which must be used when engaging targets under the defined 
MED. (Minimum Engagement Distance).

TARANAKI AIRSOFT 
RANGERS

Sniper Class
3.33 joules maximum - 20m MED.
This class can only be used by 
Veteran players. 

Junior Sniper Class
1.9 joules maximum - 20m MED.
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This secondary weapon must be firing below 1.13 joules with no MED and be carried on your person at all times.

Also, if you are running HPA, you need a lockable regulator that takes a standard padlock; if you do not have one you 
will not be able to use that gun.

Note all limits are given using 0.20g BB’s, so all guns will be test fired through a chronograph (measures speed = 
FPS and joules = energy) at said weight.

NIGHT GAMING/OPERATIONS
Faction Wars was developed and will continue to be devloped as an event that caters to all levels of player with 
everyone’s safety paramont due to the gaming/operations that will run during the hours of darkness. While the 
organisers acknowledge this may be problematic with gun setups, we urge that players bring an alternative weapon 
that meets the rules be brought for use at night.
The rules at night are simple: 
1.  ALL guns to fire no higher then 1.13J
2. Semi only

The Assault/Secondary Class MED will apply during the night. Players are urged to dont be a DBAD (Don’t be a dick) 
while operating at night due to the cloak of darkness limiting sight and depth of vision perception. (ie: estimating 
distances).

Also a reminder that ALL players are required to run red and white lights during the hours of darkness.

The different Factions:

LONERS      LIGHT MILITARY BULLETPROOF VEST & A BODYSUIT MADE OUT OF RUBBERISED FABRIC
Loners are essentially fortune seekers, treasure hunters and all-round mercenaries with psychotic tendencies with 
no conscience. They won’t hesitate to pull the trigger. They come to the Zone drawn by the promise of adventure and 
wealth – if they can live long enough. A Loner is a solitary profession, largely because you can never trust anyone. 
Many Loners have been relieved of their hard-won possessions while on the wrong end of a supposed “friends” gun. 
Few live to talk about it. Loners are neutral to all other factions. 
 
STALKERS  LIGHT MILITARY BULLETPROOF VEST & A BODYSUIT MADE OUT OF RUBBERISED FABRIC
The Stalkers faction are highly equipped, highly secretive and somewhat highly paranoid former ex military who 
have gathered together for safety and opportunity. Stalkers are hostile with Bandits and neutral with Duty and 
Freedom. They will open fire on sight, especially on Loners. Stalkers possess extensive knowledge about artifacts, 
anomalies, and the Zone itself. 
 

BANDITS  BLACK ANORAK OR LONG HOODED TRENCH COATS, TRACKSUIT PANTS AND A HOODED SHIRT.
Bandits are mostly poor, violent, no-good, lawless ex-criminals. They are ruthless and generally hostile to anyone 
not in their gang which is inevitable in lawless areas such as the Zone. For some people, letting others do the 
hard work is a much more attractive way to live. Why risk your neck poking around in anomalies, when you can let 
someone else do it. All you have to do is point a gun at them afterwards and convince them that their treasures 
really aren’t worth their life. Bandits are hostile to Stalkers and Duty and neutral with Freedom. 



 FREEDOM CAMO
Freedom are a volatile faction of rogues who fight for free access to the Zone, believing nobody can own the Zone 
and seeing it both as a scientific marvel and as a free life inside the Zone’s borders. Their views are somewhat 
anarchistic but function very effectively as a fighting force when they are not endulging in the recreational use of 
alcohol and marijuana. Freedom are extremely hostile with Duty and neutral with Bandits and Stalkers. 
 

DUTY BLACK WITH RED ELEMENTS ON VESTS
Duty are a paramilitary clan of stalkers operating in the Zone with members living according to a code. They are 
corrupt as the day is long. Composing ex paramilitary/special forces they are known for their discipline and living 
according to a strict code. They, along with Freedom, are also one of the most powerful stalker clans in the Zone. 
Duty are hostile with Bandits and Freedom and neutral with Stalkers. 
 

MONOLITH  WINTER/URBAN CAMO WITH GREEN VESTS
Monolith will be running as a faction but are also the dominant faction in the Zone and will do anything to keep the 
status quo. They are a religious cult that are essentially fanatical brain-washed lunatics. They are extremely well 
equipped & will have more ammo than all of the other factions. They are hostile to all, & will obliterate anyone, 
anytime. They will ruthlessly track down and eliminate any group that may pose a threat to their control of the Zone. 
Some of Monolith is already allocated before the event but you have an opportunity to buy into x2 positions (using 
in-game cash) in this the dominant faction.

THE RUSSIANS RUSSIAN STUFF... LIKE GORKA
The Russians have a role and are a policing force and from time to time may patrol specific parts of the zone 
according to the Hawaiians directives. You may have to pay them (bribe) them to effect a strategy that you have. They 
are experts at eliminating troublemakers. They have no agenda, allegiances or ethics and may just gun you down 
for shits and giggles... bribe or no bribe... just because they’re Russians. Like Monolith the Russians have unlimited 
ammo. 

THE HAWAIIAN  
Certain deeds may earn players a “reputation”, this can be both good and bad. If news of this players deeds reaches 
the Hawaiian, a bounty may be placed on that player. Bounties will be announced over the radio, and by speaking 
with the Hawaiian at the village. Bounty rewards can be collected from the Hawaiian. Hawaiian can be bribeable for 
the right price too meaning Hawaiian can be encouraged to place a bounty on anyone, anytime. Pissing off the Hawaiian 
will only end badly for you. 
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OUT IN ‘THE ZONE’
ANOMALOUS AREAS: These are areas of unexplained anomalous activity. You may enter an anomalous area if 
you have the required protection. Artifacts of the type belonging to that area may spawn there during an emission.  
There are four types of anomalous areas:  

1. GRAVITATIONAL ANOMALIES: These anomalies contain areas of unusual gravity. Springboard simply has many 
times the normal gravity within. Vortex has a centre of very high gravity above the ground dragging whatever comes 
within it into the centre and crushing. 

Whirligig draws with a powerful whirlwind to the centre and then explodes outwards destroying whatever was 
captured. To enter these areas safely a player can buy a gravitational anomaly detector armour upgrade from the 
Hawaiian.   

2.  CHEMICAL ANOMALIES: These are clouds of highly toxic and corrosive gas which are fatal without protection. To 
enter these areas a player must buy a chemical anomaly protection armour upgrade.  

3.  ELECTRICAL ANOMALIES: Areas of inexplicably high static electricity. Instantly fatal to enter without protection. 
To enter these areas a player must buy an electric anomaly protection armour upgrade.  

4.  THERMAL ANOMALIES: Areas of high thermal activity. To enter these areas a player must buy a thermal 
anomaly protection armour upgrade.   

Emissions are both a player’s best friend and his worst enemy. Artifacts only spawn in and around anomalies during 
an emission. However, emissions are lethal to anyone who is outside cover. The village is the only place that is safe 
from emissions. Mysteriously, Monolith seem unaffected by emissions.  
 
Other Hostile NPCs 
Mutants may be found on the field during the event. If so, you need to hit them before they die, once they are hit, they 
are dead and won’t re spawn immediately. Who knows if they will again later in the game?
 
A few extra rules:
HITS AND DEATH WHEN HIT
Call “hit” as usual. Display your wound marker. Start your wound timer. This is 60 seconds. Any further hits taken 
while the timer is running do not count and will not reset the timer. While wounded you may do only the following:
1.  Be looted or healed by another player while the clock is running.

2.  Heal yourself with a medkit (if you have one) Once looted you are dead (ghosted from the game) and must return 
to Hawaiian for a new dog-tag. You must have a dog-tag to be alive. If your timer expires without being healed or 
looted, you can continue playing as you were. Stealth or knife kills are performed by touching another player on 
the shoulder and saying “Knife kill.” 

3. Gun hits during a game are not recognised.
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HEALING
If a player wounds another player, intentionally or by accident, or happens across a wounded player, then they may 
heal the wounded player with a medkit. A wounded player may also use a medkit to heal themselves. Medkits are 
available as a reward item, resource item, loot or from the Hawaiian. 

LOOTING
If a player wounds another player, or happens across a wounded player, they may loot the player. To do so they must 
request the player’s dog-tag and any loot-able gear carried. The player that is being looted may also ask to see his/
her assailants’ dog-tag. If asked, the attacker/looting player must show his/her dog-tag. 

Only artifacts, ammunition and event-specific gear may be taken. You may not loot ammunition in magazines, but 
you may loot ammunition stored in any other fashion. You also may not loot artifact detectors, nor may you touch any 
personal items belonging to the dead player. Loot must be given over freely and without delay.  

Dog-tags collected must be given to Hawaiian at first opportunity.  

STASHES
You may find stashes of items in the zone that you can collect. Once collected, please return the tag they contain to 
Hawaiian so we are aware what’s been collected. You may also create your own stashes. (Just remember where you 
left it – it may not be there when you go back for it though).

The Russians CP (Command Post) will also serve as a location where they will store what they have captured by 
way of artifacts and stuff they may have confiscated etc. 

Factions may see this as a potentially prime/rich target of opportunity... make a plan and take the chance to loot the 
Russians stash?... or bypass the opportunity for simpler less hazardous manoeuvres? Remember Russians are out 
in the feild too.. but will they post sentries to protect their CP? How many... will they be awake or awash in vodka.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES 
(Also part of ‘DBAD’ Don’t Be A Dick) If you are hit and subsequently looted, please do not report this to Hawaiian. 
Please do not give away information while you are dead and please do not shoot at anyone while dead. You are dead. 

If blatant or repeated rule breaking is observed, this should be reported to the Hawaiian or Monolith at the players’ 
earliest opportunity. There is no reward for this, but justice will be done. 

The DBAD rule is fairly broad and covers many things but, it is there to keep the game enjoyable for everyone. Being 
a Dick ruins the game for everyone, so don’t do it. Dick-like behaviour consists of (but isn’t limited to):
 - not calling hits.
 - constantly aiming for the head.
 - hiding amongst or behind “dead” players.
 - hosing up players unnecessarily.

BANG RULE
This is only ever used if you have an enemy player dead to rights at less than 5m. That is; if you sneak up on 
someone or flank them or get into a situation where the opposing player cannot return fire. You must yell ‘bang’ in a 
clear loud voice, whilst pointing your weapon at them but do not fire. You must have fully acquired the target and be 
able to vocally identify them Eg, “bang! guy with the black vest and the green bandanna.” You may not use the bang 
rule while you are running.
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 - Ignoring rules.
 - cheating.
 - starting arguments on the field.  



KNIFE KILLS
A knife kill is a silent kill and is a rare and very difficult feat to perform. To perform a knife kill you must remain 
undetected long enough to get close enough to your opponent to physically touch him on the shoulder. When a 
player is “knife killed” he does NOT call hit. Please have some respect for the player that successfully performs a 
knife kill and remain silent if you are “knife killed”. Unnecessary talking, shouting, or starting an argument will give 
away his position as surely as yelling out “hit!” and is considered to be “dick-like” behaviour.

TARGET IDENTIFICATION
Do not fire at or towards a marshal, an unarmed person, anyone without safety goggles or wearing a Hi-Vis vest.
 - DO NOT aim for the head if you can possibly avoid it.
 - Do not fire at or towards a killed player who are displaying that they are dead, eg     
    calling ‘hit’, hand or weapon raised in the air or displaying a hit rag.
 - Do not fire at or towards any spectator or any person outside the playing field.
 - Do not fire at or towards any animals or livestock.

COMPULSORY GEAR LIST:
• A red-light source for night gaming (compulsory) 
• White light for night gaming (compulsory) 
• AS/NZS 1337 high impact eye protection at a minimum.
• A radio (UHF channel 12) – for your safety, especially in the night and who knows what you will hear the 

Hawaiian mention...

RECOMMENDED GEAR LIST:
• Backpack for carrying gear and artifacts in 
• Cup and water bottle 
• Sleeping gear (if too lame to work through the night) 
• Guns… lots of guns… batteries and gas.
• Gluten free treats for the Hawaiian – (a grumpy Hawaiian could be sweetened to give you special information, or 

more money for an artifact) traces of gluten/made in the same factory is fine 
• Clothing to account for all weather conditions and terrain
• Additional food for you 
• Medication requirements (Hawaiian can store this if required) 
• Sun protection and Insect repellent 
• A method of timing your wound time when hit, as well as timing emission warnings (Stopwatch, watch etc.) 

Counting is not good enough for players! 
• Smoke bombs that are not pyrotechnic are fire ban dependant – Once we know what the fire ban is for the 

event, we will advise whether they are allowed or not. 
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BRING NO AMMO 
We will provide you with some ammo to start with and as you find artifacts and complete missions you will earn 
money for which you can purchase more ammo, detectors and anomaly protection to get the harder to reach, more 
valuable artifacts. Ammo can also be used to ROBB people!!! 

We will provide .2, .25, .3 and .4. If you need anything else, you need to bring it and surrender it to the Hawaiian. 

Players with leadership roles/veterans within factions will be asked to check squads and be on the lookout for 
people entering the feild with ammo over and above which they should be carrying. Sneaking mag reloads from 
hidden stashes will be watched for. Cheaters will be instantly ejected from the event without question or refund.  

PROHIBITED
You must NOT bring the following to the event under any circumstances If you are found in possession of the 
following you will be instantly evicted without question or recourse or refund.  
• Alcohol  
• Recreational drugs or drugs you are not being prescribed.  
• Any pyrotechnic equipment  

• Any other illegal items in your possession. 

FIRST AID
A First Aid Kit will be at ‘The Village’. See the Hawaiian. Players are also encouraged to carry personal first aid kits 
as part of their load-outs for the event. There are also players who hold current First Aid Certificates. These players 
will be pointed out during the mass briefing.
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IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS 
PRIOR TO THE EVENT 
message the event 
page cause that way 
we will see it! 

IF YOU HAVE ANY
ISSUES DURING 
THE GAME SEE THE 
Hawaiian

Make sure you get your ‘Faction 
Wars 4.0’ patch when you arrive. 

You will also be given a pack which 
will assist you in ‘The Zone’.


